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Introduction
HomeBase is a custom-built application for managing WSHFC’s various financing and education 
programs.  Built on the Salesforce platform, HomeBase is customized to manage core business processes
for each of the Commission’s four divisions, Multi-Family Housing, Asset Management and Compliance, 
Homeownership, and Administration.  This document describes how users from each division will use 
HomeBase to manage their daily work. 

Because of the underlying Salesforce platform, HomeBase is an inherently flexible system that can be 
easily maintained and updated using agile methodologies.  Most enhancements to HomeBase are 
configurable by the System Administrator.  Salesforce includes point-and-click tools like Process Builder, 
Flows, Approval Processes and Workflows that allow an administrator to create customizations without 
writing any code.  The Salesforce App Exchange contains hundreds of useful add-on products, many of 
them free of charge.  This ecosystem will ensure that the HomeBase application is never out of date.  On
the contrary, HomeBase will be constantly evolving. 

Salesforce Platform
HomeBase is built on the Salesforce platform, the industry leading platform as a service (PAAS) provider.
Because everything about the platform is managed by Salesforce, the Commission can retire certain 
legacy IT systems which were reliant on locally managed hardware and software.  For a monthly fee, the
Commission’s data is now stored in Salesforce’s secured cloud, protected by world-class security 
systems and available to every Commission employee from any device, including mobile phones.  No 
need for data rooms, server racks, cooling systems, backup power supplies, off-site data backups, on-call
staff, or software updates.  The Salesforce platform includes robust security, including audit trail 
functionality and data security controls.  All of this can be effectively managed by a single System 
Administrator.  Most Salesforce functionality is point-and-click configurable by the Administrator.  This 
greatly shortens development timeframes and costs, enabling the ongoing agility of HomeBase as the 
Commission’s programs evolve over time.

Salesforce Accounts & Contacts
Accounts and Contacts are the core objects of a CRM system and therefore, of any system built on the 
Salesforce platform.  An Account in HomeBase can be used to represent any business, agency, or other 
entity that interacts with the Commission in any way.  Accounts can include law firms, lenders, project 
management companies, low income housing providers, builders, etc.  Contacts represent a person 
associated with one of the Accounts and are all children of Accounts.  Every Contact must have an 
associated parent Account.
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To view Accounts in Salesforce, click on the Accounts tab.  Use the View menu to select a custom list of 
Accounts in the system.  The options on the View menu are customizable.  Either select a list view that 
you’d like to see and click Go!, or look at the Recent Accounts list, it will show the last 10 Accounts that 
you’ve viewed.

Click the “New” button to create a new Account.  Before you do that, first search for the Account name 
to see if it already exists in HomeBase.  The only required fields on an Account is the Account Name and 
the Type of Account.  If the Account is a branch or subsidiary of a larger Account, use the Parent Account
to indicate that.  Add contact information for the Account, including a website URL, a Billing Address and
a Shipping Address if applicable. An optional Description field allows free-form text describing the 
nature of the Account.
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To create a new Contact, first navigate to the Account that represents the entity that the person is 
related to, for example, Seattle Department of Housing.  Scroll down to the Contacts related list and 
click on the “New Contact” button.

The user is then prompted to select a Contact Record Type.  HomeBase separates housing program 
contacts from the Homebuyer Education class teachers and attendees.  Select either WSHFC or 
Homebuyer Education for the Contact Type and click Continue.   

Fill in the First and Last Name fields and all other Contact information that you have on this person.  
Custom fields on the Contact object allow the user to indicate which additional languages the Contact 
speaks and which Service Area they’re from.  Click Save to save the Contact.
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If the Contact you’ve added is affiliated with other Accounts in HomeBase, navigate to the associated 
Account and scroll down to the Contact Affiliations related list and click “New Contact Affiliations” 
button.  

Use the magnifying to search for the Contact name, select the correct Contact.  Check the Lender 
Contact box if this is a Lender Contact.  Then click Save.
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Conga Document Management
To comply with regulatory and legal requirements, the Commission frequently needs to produce official 
documents from templates. To do this, HomeBase leverages an AppExchange application called Conga 
Composer. Conga Composer creates customized printable electronic documents from any object with 
merge fields containing data from that object (Project, Funding, Building, etc.) Conga can create and 
populate official government agency forms such as IRS 8823s and IRS 8609s.  Conga also includes the 
ability to make custom buttons for composing documents.  Conga documents can then be sent directly 
from HomeBase.  All the documents are saved in a related list on the object itself, giving the Commission
digital confirmation and auditability.

The screen capture shows the Conga reports composer for 9% Tax Credit Projects that a user sees when 
they click on the custom button “MHCF 9% Conga Merge” from any 9% Tax Credit Funding record.  
Similar custom buttons with their own custom lists of reports are found on other HomeBase object 
pages.
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Campaign Monitor
Campaign Monitor is an app from the Salesforce App Exchange for creating and managing mass 
mailings.  To use Campaign Monitor, the user selects “Campaign Monitor” from the App selector at the 
top of any page in HomeBase.  Note that the default App is “HomeBase”.
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Below is a screenshot of the main user page in Campaign Monitor.  Two links on the right side of the 
page control the functionality of creating new campaigns and managing your subscribers.

Leveraging Campaign Monitor, the Commission now has tools to easily create feedback-enabled 
communications with partners, users, government agencies, property managers, prospective borrowers,
etc.  This functionality includes the ability to create subscriptions to regular Commission 
communications. 

Senders can now see how many emails were sent, how many were opened and how many were clicked 
on.  Below is an example of the summary results page for a recent Homebuyer Education email 
campaign.  Note the wide variety of reports available that describe results from this Campaign.  Opens &
Clicks over time, Social Sharing & Friends (Facebook etc.), Recipient Activity (who opened it and who 
clicked on one of the links), link popularity, and a summary of which emails were undeliverable and why.
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We encourage each Commission Division to explore how they could leverage this tool to enhance their 
internal and external communications.

Below screen capture shows an example email template in Campaign Monitor.  Note that it is branded 
with a WSHFC divisional logo, it includes links to social media, to a communication preferences page and
an Unsubscribe link that conforms with anti-spamming laws.  The Preferences link can be configured to 
allow recipients to select which types of communications they would like to receive from WSHFC.

Templates like these can be used for sending out announcements, newsletters, invitations, etc.
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HomeBase Data Design Overview

The core data model for HomeBase includes objects that were not present in the Commission’s legacy 
system.  In HomeBase, a Project is a container or umbrella grouping together two things: what was 
financed (a Site) and how it was financed (a Funding).  This allows us to more accurately model the 
Commission’s business, including the relationships between multiple financing applications and a group 
of low income housing or other facilities.  By separating out what was financed from the actual 
financings, HomeBase can represent the entire history of a housing project through multiple financing 
events without double-counting the Assets and giving the analysts a complete at a glance history of the 
financing history of any particular Project. 

Because of this design change, there are now dozens of former “Projects” from the legacy system that 
are united as multiple Fundings under one Project record in HomeBase HomeBase because they 
represent repeat applications for funding for the same housing project.

The objects in this model are all master-detail relationships, with the Project object as the grandparent 
of all.  Fundings and Sites are children of a Project.  Assets are children of Sites and grandchildren of 
Projects.  These orderly and defined relationships allow us to roll up summary information onto the 
parent objects and ensure the integrity of the data in the system.

The data model includes another new object that describes a cluster of buildings or other Assets called a
Site.  The Site object allows us to describe geographic or organizational groupings of physical Assets, 
including IRS “scattered sites”.   It also allows us to report financial numbers for one Project to multiple 
Counties.  Sites are each children of one and only one Project.

A Site is a collection of Assets.  Each Asset is a child of one and only one Site.  No Asset can exist without 
a parent Site.  This strict data relationship enforces order and integrity in the Commission’s portfolio of 
Assets.  Attributes of the Asset object allow HomeBase to accurately describe any kind of Asset that is 
financed by one of the Commission’s programs.  An Asset record can describe a Residential Building 
(with child Units), Equipment, a Facility, Agricultural Land, an Energy Efficiency Program, Land, a 
Common Area Building or a Manufactured Housing Community.

This basic data structure provides the building blocks for describing all of the financing and compliance 
operations of the Commission.

The Homeownership division of WSHFC has a mission that is entirely separate from the Commission’s 
Tax Credit and Bond financing Projects and therefore not included in this data structure.  The 
Homeownership division manages programs for promoting home ownership in the State of Washington.
Key to those programs are home buyer education classes that are administered by the Commission but 
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taught by third parties.  The Homeownership Division also administers a program for teacher education 
for the home ownership classes.  Finally, the Division administers an IRS program granting tax credits to 
first-time home buyers.

Multi-Family Housing Group (MFH)
The Multi-Family Housing Group evaluates applications for Funding for low-income housing projects and
shepherds those applications to their final outcome, rejection or to final approval and financing.  
HomeBase provides tools for assessing the utility and the financial liability of proposed Projects being 
considered for Funding.

Creating a new Project
A Project record shows a summary of the Commission’s relationship to an Entity that is receiving funds 
from one of the Commission’s programs.  A Project can have multiple Funding records associated with it.
The Fundings and all of the Assets involved in that Project are all clearly summarized on the Project 
object.  It is a one-screen place to see all details about a Project in the Commission’s portfolio.

To process a new application for Funding from the Commission, the first step is to create a Project.  A 
Project should be thought of as an umbrella that unites the Fundings and the Assets together in an 
organized unit.  If the Funding application is to rehabilitate or acquire existing housing facilities, or if 
there has already been a failed application for Funding for the same property, then the user should first 
determine if the application should be considered to be a new Funding for an already existing facility.

If the application is for a facility that is not already represented in HomeBase, the user will create a new 
Project by navigating to the Project tab and clicking on the “New” button.

Projects are the core object all of the Commission’s financing programs.  It is the Master object to 
several different related objects in addition to the main Funding and Site objects.  This diagram 
documents the Detail (child) objects of a Project, excluding the Funding and Site objects.
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Though Projects are created by the Multi-Family group as they process a new application, eventually all 
Projects become part of the Commission’s portfolio under the management of the Asset Management 
and Compliance group.  In the case of Projects which include Fundings with regulatory agreements, the 
AMC group will use the Project object to manage all compliance activities and interaction with the 
Project’s management.

Project Detail
The Project Detail page section contains key attributes of the Project.  The Project Current OID is a user 
populated field showing the OID of the currently Active Funding for this Project.  The Project Status, the 
Compliance Type, and key information about the number of Sites, Buildings, and housing Units 
contained in the Project.

This section contains some key lookup relationships for the Project, including the Portfolio Analyst 
(User), the Ownership Entity (Account), the Property Manager (Contact), the Property Management 
Company, the Onsite Manager and the Authorized Signer.  These lookups are used for reporting and for 
special documents.

Projects in HomeBase all will have one of six Project Statuses:

 Pre-Development (for application pre-approval processing)
 In Development (the Project is being developed by MFH group)
 Financing Closed (the Project funding mechanism has closed)
 Active (the Project is now managed by the AMC group and has an active Regulatory Agmt
 Released (the Project has completed the term of its Regulatory Agreement, no longer under 

AMC compliance monitoring)
 Not Funded (the Project was rejected and not funded)

Diligent maintenance of these Project Statuses will facilitate the orderly management and reporting of 
the Commission’s portfolio of housing projects.

Location
The Location section is where we put the address of the main Project entity.  The County populates 
automatically based on the ZIP Code provided.  There is a large text field here for recording Project 
Notes.
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Document Link
This section is used for displaying a link to the Project Folder in the Commission’s document archival 
system.

Compliance
This section details information vital to the AMC group for ongoing compliance monitoring purposes.  
Formulas and automation on the Project object bring key data over from related objects.  The First 
Building PIS Date and the Last Building PIS Date are populated automatically from the Assets related to 
the Project interacting with the Active Funding record.  The First Credit Year comes from the Active 
Funding.

Utility Allowance Tracking
This section is used by the AMC group to track Utility Allowances for certain HUD projects.
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Reporting Requirements
This section is used for requesting compliance and monitoring reports for the AMC group as part of the 
Annual Review process.  It is described more fully below under the AMC group section of this document.

System Information
This section contains basic auditing data from Salesforce, the Owner, the Created By and the Last 
Modified By.  Note that these fields are not editable by anyone, including the System Administrator.  The
same logic is applied to Salesforce history records, they each are an indelible archive.  

This section also includes the Project Aliases.  Project Aliases are former names of the Project.  They’re 
displayed here in a text field so that they are easily found using Search.  Any future new aliases should 
be added to the end of the existing list of aliases.

Custom Links
This section is used for Custom Links, mostly to reports specifically filtered on to show data for the 
current Project.  This section should be used for other callouts to web services, third-party data 
providers, etc. 

Project Related Lists
All objects in HomeBase can have related lists.  A related list appears at the bottom of the main page for 
the object and they show records from another object that are related in some way to the Project.
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Project Contact Roles
Project Contact Roles is a child object to a Project.  Like other related objects, records for Project 
Contact Roles are summarized on the Project page in the Project Contact Roles related list.  A Project 
Contact Role represents the relationship between the Project and a person or Contact in HomeBase. 

To create a new Project Contact Role, first be sure that the desired Contact exists in HomeBase.  Then 
click on “New Project Contact Role”, then use the lookup magnifying glass to find the Contact, select it, 
then select a Role using the dropdown menu and add any text notes regarding the Responsibilities of 
this Contact to the Project.

To deactivate a Project Contact Role, click Edit next to a record, then uncheck the Active checkbox and 
record the date in the Deactivated Date field.

Sites and Fundings
Sites and Fundings are the core child objects of a Project.  Details on these objects are spelled out in 
separate sections below.  There is a related list for each on the Project page, providing a quick glance 
view of the financing history of the Project (Fundings) and the Assets that were financed (Sites).

Compliance Monitoring
The Compliance Monitoring child object is used by the AMC group to indicate a summary of the 
regulatory specifications that are being enforced on the Project.  They are derived from information on 
the Active Funding and can be adjusted by the AMC group as regulations change or as new Fundings 
become active and old ones inactive.

The snapshot below of a Compliance Monitoring related list shows that AMC is monitoring that the 
Project contains 470 units reserved for people and families making 60% of the local median family 
income, it does not allow for any Market Rate units but does allow for 6 Common Area units.  94 Units 
are reserved for Disabled people, 94 for Large Households and 25 are set aside for federal PBRA rental 
assistance.
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Click on the “New Compliance Monitoring” button to add a new record.  The Project name is populated 
automatically because the record was created from its parent, a Project record.  Select a Description 
value, a Unit Count and a Unit Pct, if applicable.  Note that the Description dropdown menu can be 
customized by the HomeBase System Administrator.

To accommodate sometimes complicated Compliance regimes for certain Projects, there are now three 
new attributes of a Compliance Monitoring record, the Effective Date, the Expiration Date and a field for
indicating which Site this record applies to.  The last field, Site, allows the AMC group to group certain 
Assets together to record different regulations on Sites within the same Project.

AMC Reviews
The AMC Reviews related list shows a summary of all annual reviews for the Project.  It includes both 
paper reviews and On-site physical inspections.  Custom functionality to generate inspection records is 
described in a separate section below.  From this related list, a User can see the history of all reviews for
this Project, with links for drilling in to the details. 
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Non-Compliance Events
The Non-Compliance Events related list shows a summary of all Non-Compliance Events for this Project. 
Instructions for creating a new Non-Compliance Event, including IRS 8823 submissions are detailed in 
the Asset Management and Compliance section of this document.

Notes & Attachments
The Notes and Attachments section is available for all Salesforce objects and is used for creating Notes 
and for adding file Attachments to the Project.

Open Activities
The Open Activities related list is available for any Salesforce object and is used for creating Tasks with 
follow-up functionality and records of Events.  Clicking on New Task, the user is presented with a screen 
for configuring the Task, it requires a person who is responsible for completing the Task, and the Subject
or description of the Task.  It has a Due Date, a Status, a Priority, and a reference to the relevant Project.
Tasks can be customized to fit special workflow and processes.  The Assigned To User will receive 
automatic reminders to complete the Task.
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Clicking on New Event creates a new Event record:

Activity History
The Activity History related list is where a User will go to send email relevant to the Project or to log the 
details of a phone call.  Click on “Send an Email” to create a new email with a reference to the Project 
coded in.
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Billing Events
The Billing Events related list shows details about invoices being sent to the Project’s management.  
Examples include Application Fees, Bond Issuance Fees, Compliance Fees, etc.  Detailed instructions on 
creating Billing Events is included under the Finance Division section of this document.

Billing Docs
The Billing Docs related list shows documents from the NAV financial system.  Invoices resulting from 
HomeBase Billing Events are sync’d back to HomeBase nightly, giving analysts visibility to the status of 
invoices.  Users do not create Billing Docs, they come from NAV and they’re only here for information.

Project Transfers
The Project Transfers object tracks changes of ownership of a Project that is under Compliance with the 
Commission.  To create a new Project Transfer record, click “New Project Transfer”.  Indicate the Buyer 
and the Seller (be sure that we have an Account set up for each in HomeBase first), the Transfer Log 
Recorded Number, the Status of the transfer, they type of transfer and the Effective and Requested 
Dates as well as the Portfolio Manager.
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Project History
The Project History related list is an indelible audit of key transactions on each Project record.  Rows in 
this object are created by background processes in Salesforce and they cannot be deleted by anyone, 
not even a System Administrator or an engineer at Salesforce.  Though recorded in the background, the 
Commission’s System Administrator can configure which fields get this audit functionality by selecting 
checkboxes.  Up to 20 fields on any object can be tracked in this manner.  Note that all Salesforce 
objects can have a similar History tab.

Creating a New Funding

A new Funding record represents an application for financing from one of the Commission’s programs.  
There are four types of Funding records (Record Types), 9% Tax Credits, 4% Tax Credits, Bonds, and PIF.  
Each of these four Funding Types has a page layout that is used to display only information relevant to 
that Funding Type.  For instance, Bond Funding fields are not shown on the page for 9% Tax Credit 
Fundings, and Tax Credit information is not shown on Bond Fundings, etc.  

The Funding Status of a new Funding starts as either “Pre Development”, or “In Development”.  Pre 
Development status is used to track pre-approvals.  As a Funding progresses through the Commission’s 
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approval process, the Funding Status is updated to reflect where it is at.  From “In Development”, a 
Funding is either set to “Not Funded”, or to “Financing Closed”, depending upon the outcome of the 
Commission’s approval process for that Funding.  After the Funding has reached “Financing Closed” 
Status, the next Status is either “Active”, if the Project is subject to a regulatory agreement that will be 
monitored by the AMC group, or “Inactive” if there is no compliance/regulatory agreement.  This high-
level Status hierarchy is intended to neatly categorize the current state of every Funding in the 
Commission’s portfolio, giving clear ownership and responsibility to the division charged with managing 
that portion of the portfolio.  A more detailed Funding Status Detail field is used to organizing the 
processing details of the Funding.

Funding Page Layouts
There are four distinct page layouts for the Funding object, 9% Tax Credits, 4% Tax Credits, Bonds and 
PIF.  These page layouts correspond to similarly named Record Types.  By separating out the different 
Funding types, we can make the page layout and the user experience more tailored and slightly different
for each.

Funding Detail
This section describes core attributes of this Funding, including, in the case of Bond and Tax Credit 
projects, the OID of the Funding, the Program Type, the Funding Status and the parent Project.  Tax 
Credit Fundings have a Tax Credit Analyst and a Development Analyst.  The purpose of this section is to 
be a quick glance summary of the Funding.

Development Milestones
The Development Milestones section is a long set of dates relevant to the development of the Funding. 
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Post-Development Milestones
The Post-Development Milestones section is intended to provide a quick view of key dates for this 
Funding after it has been funded, including the Comp Release Date, the Bond Payoff Date, etc.

Bond Project Info
Both Bond and 4% Tax Credit Funding records contain a section for recording the relevant Bond Funding 
information.

Financial Detail
The Financial Detail section contains financial information about this Funding.  This section contains 
different fields depending on the page layout/record type.  The Total Development Cost and Total 
Project Cost fields are populated automatically from the latest version of the Calc Sheet for this Funding.
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Tax Credits
The Tax Credits page layout section contains data specific to IRS Tax Credits, it appears on the page 
layout for 9% and 4% projects, but not on the Bond or PIF page layouts.

Custom Links
The Custom Links section of the page is where the System Administrator can expose links to reports or 
to outside web services or to custom reports specific to the Project.  The HomeBase System 
Administrator can edit and add to the links in this section.

Continuing Care Facility Information
The Continuing Care Facility Information section contains data specific to continuing care facilities.  Data 
points include the number of Skilled Nursing Beds, the Nbr of Units Assisted Living, the Nbr of Units 
Independent Living and the name of any Service Provider.
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Bedroom Breakdown
The Bedroom Breakdown section contains information about the unit breakdown for this Project.  The 
Total By Unit Type field is a formula summing the number of housing units financed.

Compliance
The Compliance section contains key data points needed for the AMC group to add this Funding to the 
Commission’s portfolio of monitored Projects.

Points Calculation Summary
The Points Calculation Summary section shows the total low income housing “points” selected by the 
applicant and approved by the Commission.  The details of Points calculation have already undergone 
some changes and going forward, new Points data will be added to a related object on the Project.
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Category
The Category page section only appears on the Bond Funding page layout.  It includes six checkboxes 
characterizing the purpose of the Bond.  A single Funding record could have more than one Category 
field checked.

Funding Related Lists
Related lists on the Funding page show child records of the Funding object.

LIH Set Asides
The LIH Set Asides object documents low-income housing regulations that are included in the Funding’s 
regulatory agreement.  Examples of an LIH Set Aside are 50% of units are reserved for families making 
less than 40% of the area median household income, etc.

Special Populations
The Special Populations object documents regulatory agreement requirements for the Funding.  
Examples of Special Populations records are 50% of Units reserved for families with disabilities, or 100% 
of units to be for Elderly persons, etc.

In the Commission’s legacy system this table was used by the AMC group to document what they were 
monitoring.  Because of the new HomeBase data model, the Funding information is now separate from 
the overall Project so the AMC group tracks the regulatory requirements that it is monitoring on a 
similar object (Compliance Monitoring) that is a child of the Project.  So the regulations are summarized 
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on the Funding, and then they’re interpreted into monitoring requirements on the Project level.  By 
separating the two, we give the AMC group the ability to accurately monitor a Project as it transitions 
from one regulatory agreement to another in the event of a refinancing.

Points
Tax Credit projects are reviewed using a point-scoring system.  There are two separate point 
calculations, one for 9% Tax Credit Projects, the other for 4% Tax Credit Projects.  The Points related 
object contains details about Low Income Housing points claimed to qualify this Funding application.  
The totals are summarized on the main Project page section called Points Calculation Summary, see 
description above.

Bond Issue Fundings
A Bond Issue Funding record describes the relationship between a Bond and a Funding.  The fields on 
this object all point to fields from either the Bond Issue or the Funding.  The related list shows a 
summary of the Bond Issues which have funded this Project.

To create a new Bond Issue Funding, first create the Bond Issue and the related Funding object.  Then, 
from either of those objects, click on New Bond Issue Funding.  Fill in the lookup field with the linked 
Bond Issue or Funding and you’re done, the Bond Issue and the Funding now have a record that 
describes the relationship.
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Funding Contact Roles
Use Funding Contact Roles to record relationships with outside people.  Each Funding Contact role is a 
bridge to a Contact record in HomeBase.  To Add a new Funding Contact Role, first create an Account 
and Contact if one does not already exist.  Once you have located or created the Contact record, click on
“New Funding Contact Role” from the Funding page.

In the Contact field, type in the first name and first letter or two of the Contact’s last name, add a *, 
then click on the magnifying glass.  The system will return the results of a search of the HomeBase 
Contacts database using those letters.  If the correct Contact appears, click on their name to attach that 
Contact to this Funding Contact Role.  If you do not find the intended Contact, refine your search and 
search again.

Select a Role description for this Contact.  There are about 2 dozen options, more can be added to the 
list, but it is best to generalize than to create too many detailed roles.  The HomeBase System 
Administrator can update the list of available Roles.  The Responsibilities field supports adding a 
comment about this Contact’s role on this Funding.  A checkbox for Active defaults to TRUE and can be 
unchecked when a Contact is no longer active in this Role.  This allows the Commission to retain history 
of this Contact Role while differentiating it from currently active roles.  There is a date field, Deactivated 
Date for recording the date that this Contact Role is deactivated.
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Activity History
The Activity History related list section appears on any object that we want.  It is used to send Emails 
and document phone calls etc. relevant to the Funding.

Notes & Attachments
Use this section to create Notes or to attach files to the Funding record.  Notes and Attachments can be 
added directly to any Salesforce object, making the information they contain available to authenticated 
users interested in this Funding wherever they are working from.  By making documents easier to use, 
and securely available from any device, Salesforce makes links to local disk drives obsolete and 
candidates for retirement.
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Funding Documents
Funding Documents are records containing links to documents that are stored on the Commission’s local
area network (LAN).  This object was built to accommodate existing file storage systems in place at the 
Commission.  New documents that belong stored as part of this Funding can be attached to the Funding 
object using the “Attach File” button under the Notes & Attachments section of this page, see 
description above.  

Billing Events
The Billing Events related list shows billing activities for this Funding.  Create a new Billing Event by 
clicking on the “New Billing Event” button.  Details on creating new Billing Events is documented in the 
Finance section of this document.

Funding Sources
The Funding Sources object is used to document all third-party funding sources for this Project.  Click the
“New Funding Source” button to add details about another third-party funding source.

Creating Allocations
HomeBase includes functionality for tracking and reporting on the allocation of various sources of 
money.  The Allocation object is editable only by users with the “Manage Allocations” Permission Set.  
To create a new Allocation, click on the + sign on the right end of the Tab bar, then click on Allocations.  
Click on the “New” button.
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There are two types of Allocations in HomeBase, Tax Credit Allocation Pools and Bond Caps.  Select the 
appropriate type and click Continue.  Give the Allocation a name and fill in the remaining fields, then 
click Save.

Funding records are then related to an Allocation using the Allocation lookup field.  By relating the 
Fundings to the source of funds from an Allocation, users can report on and track the remaining balance 
of each Allocation.

Creating a New Site
A Site in HomeBase is a collection of Assets that are related.  Assets are generally used to describe low 
income housing buildings, but an Asset can describe anything that is financed by the Commission and a 
Site can contain one or more of any of these Assets.  This concept of a Site was incorporated to 
accommodate several different regulatory situations, including IRS Scattered Sites.  It is also used to 
describe Projects that have Assets in different counties and to allocate Bond funding.  Note that you can 
create a Site with no Assets, but you cannot create an Asset without a parent Site.
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To create a new Site, click on the “New Site” button on the related list.

The user then sees the Site Edit menu where you enter basic information about this Site, including a Site 
Description, a Tax Parcel ID and a Legal Description.  Note that the Project is pre-populated because you 
created this Site from its parent Project.  If this Site is part of a bond Funding with multiple OIDs, enter 
this Site’s Site OID.  The Geocoding Status and Districting Status and the Latitude and Longitude fields 
populate automatically in a custom background process.  Click Save to save this Site.

After clicking Save, the user sees the regular object page as opposed to the edit object page.  Note that 
as long as you’ve added a valid address, it will automatically populate a Latitude and a Longitude value 
for the Site as well as the State Legislative District, and the Congressional District.  The Geocoding Status 
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field and the Districting field will update with a date and a status.  A successful Geocoding will give us a 
latitude and longitude and a County value.  A successful Districting gives us the state Legislative and U.S. 
Congressional district numbers for this Site.

Note the page section labeled “Housing Units”.  It is not visible in the above screenshot, the edit screen. 
That is because none of these fields are editable on this object.  The RegAgmt Unit numbers and the 
Unit counts are values summarized from the Assets under this Site.  The RegAgmt numbers being from 
the Regulatory Agreement and the Units counts are counts of each Unit associated to an Asset that is 
associated to this Site.

Note that HomeBase automatically adds an embedded Google Map showing the location of the Site and 
its surrounding community.  Click on the map and zoom in or out.  Drag the yellow person onto the 
street in front of the Site to see what it looks like from the street.

Creating a new Asset
An Asset is usually a low income housing building, but Assets in HomeBase are used to describe anything
that is funded by one of the Commission’s programs.  Create new Assets by navigating to the Site record 
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where you would like this Asset to be represented.  Note that you cannot create an Asset without an 
existing parent Site.  Scroll down below the map to the “Assets” related list and click on “New Asset”.  

If this is a Tax Credit Project, indicate the BIN, select the appropriate Type.  If it is not a Residential 
Building, indicate details in the Asset Description field.  Fill in the Address 1, City, State and Zip fields, 
click Save.  When you create a new Asset and add or edit the Location information, automation in the 
background will update the County, the Congressional District and the Legislative District for the Asset.  
You can click on the County field, it is a hyperlink to a page for that County with lists of Accounts and 
Projects that are in that County.

Enter the square footage if you have it, select a Type, indicate the Regulatory Agreement unit set-asides 
in the Regulatory Agreement section.  HomeBase Asset Type choices are:  Residential Building, 
Equipment, Facility, Agricultural Land, Energy Efficiency Program, Land, Common Area Building, 
Manufactured Housing Community.
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Click on Save to save this Asset.  Note that the Asset page view shows more information than the edit 
screen, the edit screen only shows user-editable fields:
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Data in the Financial Information section are formulas that roll up values from the related Bonds and Tax
Credits.   The First Building and Last Building PIS Dates are rolled up automatically from the Asset 
Funding record that is associated to a Funding with a Funding Status of Active.
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Adding Units
A User can add new Units to an Asset by scrolling to the Units related list and clicking on the “New Unit” 
button.

More likely however, the Project Management team will send an Excel file of Unit numbers and 
configurations for the Project.  A Unit record requires a Unit Type, “Market”, “Common Area”, and 
“Restricted” are the choices.  If the number of Bedrooms/unit configuration is known, include it with 
“Studio” for a studio unit and a 1, a 2, 3, 4 or a 5 for the number of bedrooms.  On the Asset page, use 
either the AssetAutoNumber attribute or the AssetID18 attribute to refer to the parent Asset in your 
upsert of Units.  The HomeBase System Administrator can take this Excel file of the Units for each Asset 
and import them.  

Associating an Asset to a Funding
An Asset Funding describes the details of a financing event related to an Asset.  To create a new Asset 
Funding, click on the “New Asset Funding” button on the related list on the Funding page.  First navigate 
over to the Project’s Site or Sites and make a note of the Asset number(s).  Then navigate to the Funding
record, scroll down to the Asset Funding related list and click on “New Asset Funding”.  

Type in the name of one of the Assets, click on the magnifying glass and select the record.  The 
Categorization of Units field is required, other fields include PIS date fields, one for Acquisitions and 
another for New Construction/Rehab.  Also, include the regulatory requirement set-asides here, Reg 
Agmt CAU Units, Reg Agmt LIH Units, Reg Agmt Market Units.  Include the Allocation amount if 
applicable, and check the boxes for Preservation and Rehab if relevant.
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The Asset Funding object is very important to the Commission.  It represents the Funding of an Asset.  
This is the core activity engaged in by the Multi-Family Housing and AMC Divisions.  Everything else 
around it describes the details.  This object describes what the Commission does, finance low-income 
housing in Washington State and can be used to report on funding activities.

Associating a Bond Issue to a Funding
On Projects that have Bonds associated with them, there is a related list for showing the relationship 
between a Funding and a Bond Issue.  To create a new Bond Issue Funding record, from a Bond Project 
(or a 4% Tax Credit Project), scroll down to the Bond Issue Funding related list and click “New Bond Issue
Funding”.

Type the name of the Bond Issue in the field and click on the magnifying glass to find the relevant Bond 
Issue.  Indicate the Term Length if available, then click Save.
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Creating a new Calc Sheet
A Calc Sheet is a custom application built in to HomeBase that is used for stack ranking applications for 
IRS Low Income Housing Tax Credits.  The Calc Sheet also models the long-term financial viability of the 
proposed Project and is used to allocate Tax Credit amounts to a Project’s buildings and issuing the IRS 
Form 8609 for each allocation.

Each year, there are updates to several variables that are key to all Calc Sheets for the funding year.  
HomeBase stores these attributes in a custom object called Calc Sheet - Configurations.  The HomeBase 
System Administrator will update these values once the Commission is ready to begin processing Tax 
Credit applications for the new year.  This screenshot shows the Calc Sheet Configurations page.  Note 
that this is an object with one record.  To update the values, edit the object and click Save.  New Calc 
Sheets all will reference these attributes when they’re created.  
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To create a new Calc Sheet, either clone an existing Calc Sheet version by first opening that Calc Sheet 
and then clicking on the Clone button from within the Calc Sheet, or click on the New Calc Sheet button 
on the Calc Sheet related list on any Tax Credit Funding page.  If you create the new Calc Sheet by 
cloning a previous version, be sure to update the Version Name field on the first page of the Calc Sheet.  
A validation rule prevents the User from creating more than one of any Version Name except for Drafts. 
A User can create as many Draft Versions as they want, but only one Final Credit Version and only one 
MTR Version.

LIHTC Budget
The LIHTC Budget page shows eligible basis details for the Project broken out by Acquisition costs and 
New Construction/Rehab costs.  Details from this page are then used in calculations and validations on 
the LIHTC Calculation and the Limits pages of the Calc Sheet.

LIHTC Calculation
The LIHTC Calculation page uses the eligible basis numbers from the LIHTC Budget page to calculate 
various key numbers, the end result being a Final Credit Amount and the Qualified Basis.  Note that user 
entry fields are shaded green on this page.  The Final Credit Amount is the lesser of four different 
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calculations:  Total Maximum Annual Credit Amount Allowable based on Qualified Basis (Acquisition plus
New Construction/Rehab), Maximum Annual Credit Amount based on Equity Gap, Maximum Annual 
Credit based on Credit Per Low-Income Housing Unit, and the RAC or Comfort Letter Credit Amount.  9%
Tax Credit Projects are subject to a fifth calculation, Maximum Annual Credit Per Project.

Limits
The Limits page ensures that various funding limits are not exceeded.  Tests calculated are:  Maximum 
Credit Per Applicant, Maximum Development Cost per Housing Unit, Maximum Developer Fee, 
Maximum Contractor’s Profit and Overhead, Maximum Contingency, Tax-Exempt Bond 50% Test, 
Donation Amount Calculation, Project Age (for Rehabs), Minimum Rehab Threshold, and Related Party 
Rehab Developer Fee.  Note that user entry fields are shaded green on this page.

For the Maximum Development Cost per Housing Unit calculation, the analyst enters the number of 
units for each bedroom configuration and selects the appropriate state limit using the “Which limit is 
this project subject to?” dropdown menu.  Choices are King/Seattle, Pierce/Snohomish, Metro, and 
Balance of State.  Appropriate Cost/Unit Limits for the entire Project are then calculated using these 
limits and the number of each type of Unit.
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Rents
The Rents page shows rental income potential for the Project broken out by unit size and income levels 
served.  The Gross Rental Income broken out and totaled here is automatically populated in the Rents 
section of the Operating ProForma page.  Note that user entry fields are shaded green on this page.

The analyst fills in one row for each unit configuration and low-income set-aside included in the 
proposed Project.
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Operating ProForma
The Operating Proforma page details annual rents and other income sources vs expenses, including debt
service and is used to model the financial viability of the Project over 15 years. The Annual Gross Rental 
Income number comes over automatically from the Rents page.  For each Expense item, the user enters 
numbers in the left column, indicating the current year values.  The page automatically projects these 
numbers out 15 years using a user-entry inflation rate selector.  The inflation rate selector can be used 
to model different economic scenarios to ensure long-term project financial viability.  There are two 
inflation rate selectors, one for Rents, another for Expenses.  There is also a selector that allows the user
to enter an assumed vacancy rate that automatically adjusts the Total Residential Income to calculate 
the Effective Gross Income amount.  The sum of all Revenue, minus the sum of all Expenses and Debt 
Service results in a Net Cash Flow number for each year.  
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Under Debt Service, there are two rows with special functionality.  For debt service with a fixed payment
for 15+ years, enter the Year 1 number into the blue cell and it will automatically copy that value out for 
the full 15 years.  For shorter-term loans and for variable rate loans, enter the Debt expense manually 
for each year in one of the rows with green cells.
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Final Credit
The Final Credit page summarizes the calculations from the previous pages.  It also has cells for 
allocating Tax Credit dollars to individual buildings or Assets.  The dollars are allocated to each building 
and an adjustment factor (the Adjustment to Credit and Eligible Basis) is used to ensure that every dollar
of the Final Credit Amount is dispersed to the buildings.  A special checkbox has been added to easily 
override this adjustment.  The numbers in the Final Building by Building Allocation section are then used 
to generate IRS Form 8609s.
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Creating 8609s
IRS Form 8609s can be generated for Tax Credit Fundings by updating the Building by Building funding 
details on the Final Credit page of a FINAL Version Calc Sheet and then navigating to the Funding object 
and clicking on the “Create/Update 8609(s)” custom button.  This button is visible and clickable by other 
Commission employees, but it will display an error to any User who is not from the Multi-Family Housing
group (has MFHC user profile) or a System Administrator.  The custom button triggers functionality that 
automatically updates and/or creates 8609 records for the current Funding to match what appears in 
the Building by Building section of the Final Credit sheet of the FINAL Version Calc Sheet.  This 
functionality is restricted only to users from the Multi-Family group.  The user is prompted with an Are 
you sure dialog box that they must agree to before the existing 8609 records will be updated.  The IRS 
8609 forms are then printed out using Conga.
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The 8609 object itself is a bridge or junction between an Asset and a Funding.  It represents a funding 
event for Tax Credit funds to a Project.  Note that each Asset in a Project can have two 8609s, one for 
Acquisition and another for New Construction/Rehabilitation.

The screenshot above shows the related list for 8609s on the Project page.  

Creating a new Serial Number
WSHFC Financing projects (Fundings) and board resolutions each require a serialized number for 
indelibly recording an identifier for that Funding or Resolution.  There are two major types of Serial 
Numbers, BINs and OIDs.  HomeBase provides a convenient way for certain users to create and modify 
these Serial Numbers.  Access to this functionality is granted to an individual, not to any role or profile 
using the “Manage Serial Numbers” custom Permission Set.  This Permission Set grants Read, Create, 
Edit and View All permissions to Serial Numbers.  Note that it DOES NOT grant anyone privileges to 
delete a Serial Number.  A second Permission Set is required to delete a Serial Number from HomeBase. 

To create a new Serial Number, a user with the Manage Serial Numbers permission will navigate to the 
Serial Numbers tab (click on the “+” sign at the top right side of any Salesforce page), then click “New”.  
The user is prompted to select which type of Serial Number they want to create, a BIN or an OID.  Board 
Resolutions are created as OIDs.
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Because Serial Numbers are intended to be indelible, access to the object and its records is tightly 
restricted and no one can delete a Serial Number record except the System Administrator.

Handoff a Project to AMC
As a Funding progresses through the Financing Closed Status, clear communication is required with the 
AMC division so they can set up the appropriate Compliance regime for the Project based on the 
Funding details and the details contained in the regulatory agreement and/or in any previous regulatory 
agreement.  

Managing Multi-Family Reports
There is a reports folder reserved for reports for the Multi-Family group, “Multifamily Reports”.  Any 
user from the Multi-Family group can view and edit all reports in this folder.  Additionally, there is a 
folder for “Multifamily Report Templates”.  Users from the Multi-family group can view the templates in 
this folder.  The purpose of the templates folder is to eliminate some of the confusion with the 
multitude of report types.

Asset Management and Compliance Group (AMC)
The Asset Management and Compliance Group is focused on monitoring low-income housing facilities 
that have been financed by one of the Commission’s Funding programs and are subject to a regulatory 
agreement.  

Adding a Project to AMC Compliance
If a Project is completely new to the Commission, the Multi-Family Housing group MFH will create a new
Project as the parent of the Funding application.  Projects progress from In Development Status to 
Financing Closed Status.  Once a Project enters Financing Closed Status, the AMC group must evaluate 
any regulatory agreements and set up a monitoring program for the Project.

If a new Funding application is being processed by the Commission for a Project that is already subject to
Regulatory monitoring by the Commission, the AMC group must manage the transition from one 
Regulatory Agreement to the new one.  Compliance with any lingering regulations must also be 
monitored.  The HomeBase design gives the AMC group tools for managing these transitions.
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Post 15-Year Tax Credit Compliance
When Tax Credit Projects reach the milestone of 15 years after the Funding date, they become eligible 
for reduced compliance regimens.  HomeBase functionality automatically adjusts the on-site inspection 
requirements for Projects with an approved Post 15 Year status.

Refinancing
When a Project applies for additional funds from the Commission, a new Funding record is created to 
represent the new application.  Compliance Monitoring on the Project must continue from one 
Regulatory Agreement to the new one.  The HomeBase data model accommodates this situation by 
allowing both Fundings to be associated to the same Assets and housing Units.

Project Released – end of Regulatory Agreement
When all requirements of all Regulatory Agreements are completed, a Project can be set to a Status of 
“Released”.  A validation rule on the Project object prevents edits to the Project once it is set to 
Released.  This rule can only be overridden by the System Administrator.

Reporting 8823 events to the IRS
To report an 8823 Non-Compliance to the IRS, create a new Non-Compliance Event record with the type 
IRS 8823.  First, on the Project page, scroll down to the Non-Compliance Event related list.  Click on the 
“New Non-Compliance Event” button.  If you want to create a Non-Compliance Event for the State of 
WA, choose “WA State” in the dropdown menu.

The Date Sent field defaults to the current date.  Complete the Event Year field by entering “1/1/20xx” 
indicating January 1 of the current year.  Enter the first several letters of the Portfolio Analyst who is 
filing this report.  Click Save.  After you save the Event, it is easier to add the Asset or building that you 
are filing the report for.  Click Edit, then click on the magnifying glass next to the Asset field and you will 
see a list of Assets that are attached to this Project.  Select the relevant Asset and click Save.
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To complete the IRS Form, you must add Non-Compliance Units indicating the violation(s) applicable to 
each.  You can include any number of Non-Compliance Units to a Non-Compliance Event.  Click on the 
“New Non-Compliance Unit” button.

Enter the Out of Compliance Date, select a Unit by searching for the Unit Number, clicking on the 
magnifying glass, click on “All Fields” and it will search all fields on the Unit for the Unit Number text that
you typed.  Then select from the picklist menu the correct Code Description. 
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Click Save and then click on the Non-Compliance Event link at the top of the page to return to the Non-
Compliance Event page.  Note that the corresponding checkbox is now checked under the Summary 
section.  The box on the left will remain checked if there are any Non-Compliance Units attached to the 
Event that cite that Code Description.  When the last Non-Compliance Unit with that Code Description is 
listed with a Compliance Date, the corresponding checkbox on the right side of the Summary section is 
checked to indicate Non-Compliance Correction.
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Requesting Reports
HomeBase custom-built functionality facilitates requesting annual reports from Project Owners.  A 
section of the Project page layout entitled “Reporting Requirements” contains a series of 16 checkboxes 
that are used for indicating which reports to request/require.  

When a new AMC Review cycle is created using the AMC Review Generation tool, a record for each 
trackable report is created as part of the resulting AMC Review record.
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Report Tracking records can then be used to track the progress of each request.  The screen shot below 
shows a request for an Annual Tax Credit Report for a Tax Credit Project.  The record has a Status field 
that is updated automatically when the tracking dates below are filled out.  Tracking dates include 
Requested Date, Received Date, Reviewed Date, Correction Due Date, Tracking Completed Date and 
Resident Packages Received Date.  There is also a field for any Comments generated by the interaction 
with the Project Owner.  Activities such as Tasks and Events can be used to track and follow up on any 
special efforts required to complete this Report and another section allows the addition of documents 
or detailed Notes.
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Report requests that generate a “trackable” report are determined by a Custom Setting accessible by 
the System Administrator.  Any report name on the list can be added to this Custom Setting to trigger a 
Report Tracking record when the AMC Review is generated.
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Generating Annual Reviews
HomeBase includes functionality for generating annual Project compliance reviews, including report 
tracking records, annual paper reviews and on-site physical inspections.  This functionality includes 
random selection of Units using the IRS guidelines for Project inspections.

To generate reviews for the Commission’s entire portfolio, users can go to this URL.

 https://c.na7.visual.force.com/apex/WSHFC_AMCReviewsPage 

Users can also generate an Annual Review on a one-off basis by navigating to the AMC Reviews related 
list on the Project page and clicking on “Generate AMC Review”.  There is another button there for “New
AMC Review”, that should be used only in rare cases where you need to create something custom.

Click on the “Generate AMC Review” button and you will see a new custom page. Enter the Review Year 
and the Requested Date for your review, click on the correct radio button for either Bond or Tax Credit, 
then click on the “Generate AMC Review” button.

HomeBase will automatically create the appropriate review type based on the last time the Project had 
an On-Site Physical inspection and whether it is eligible for Post 15 Year Inspection rules.  It will also 
select Units from the Project’s Assets using the IRS guidelines.

Finally, the automation will create a Report Tracking record for each Report Type that is checked on the 
Project page and configured in the “Report Types” Custom Setting to generate Report Tracking records.
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There is a Salesforce Custom Setting for the System Administrator to change certain variables regarding 
the functionality of AMC Review creation call “AMC Review Settings”.  Below is a screenshot of the 
System Admin-configurable page.
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A second Custom Setting, “Report Types” is used to indicate which Report Types will generate a Report 
Tracking Record.  To update the list, navigate to Custom Settings under Develop from the Setup page.  
Then click on Custom Settings, select “Report Types”, then click “Manage”.

Recording Physical Inspection Results
AMC Reviews that include an on-site inspection will include multiple child records called “AMC Review 
Units”.  The records in this object represent the randomly selected Units from this Project that are 
marked for inspection this year.  The list of Units to be inspected appears as a related list on the AMC 
Review object:

Each record represents a work order, a unit that requires a physical inspection.  In HomeBase, a Unit 
inspection results can be recorded on this object.  A field for Compliance Review Unit Comments and the
Open Activities related list give the inspector a place to record results as well as to create new Tasks to 
be followed up on regarding the specific Unit.
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Managing AMC Reports
There is a reports folder reserved for reports for the AMC group, “AMC Reports”.  Any user from the 
AMC group can create, view and edit all reports in this folder.  Additionally, there is a folder for “AMC 
Report Templates”.  Users from the AMC group can view the templates in this folder but they can only 
be edited by the System Administrator.  The purpose of the templates folder is to eliminate some of the 
confusion with the multitude of report types.  Users wanting to create a new report can click on one of 
the templates and do a Save As (it won’t allow them to save over the existing template report).

Home Ownership Division
The Homeownership Division runs programs that assist first-time low and moderate-low income home 
buyers across the state of Washington. The Division trains instructors, including loan originators, real 
estate professionals and non-profit partners to teach free home buyer education seminars. The 
Commission facilitates about 8,000 class attendees per year. First-time home buyers who attend the 
class become eligible for the Division’s down payment and other assistance programs.

Accounts and Contacts
Salesforce Accounts and Contacts are the core objects in HomeBase relevant to the Home Ownership 
Division.  Most of the HomeBuyer Division’s work in HomeBase will be with Accounts and Contacts.  See 
the section at the top of this document for more details about managing Accounts and Contacts in 
HomeBase.

EventBrite

Timba Surveys

Homebuyer Education Class Registration
When a home buyer registers for a Commission class, their information is recorded as a Contact record 
with a record type of Homebuyer. The Contact is then added to the Campaign for that class as a 
Campaign Member with a default status of “Registered”. Instructor lists are used to update Campaign 
Members status to “Attended” or “Not Attended”. Contacts with a Campaign Member related list 
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showing status of Attended are eligible for the Commission’s home buyer programs. This list will be used
to:

 Provide certificates to attendees
 Email the attendees (target list)
 Survey the attendees
 Gather demographic data for reporting
 Produce reports

To qualify as an Instructor, a real estate professional has to attend two classes, the AM session (Home 
Advantage Training) and the PM session (Instruct Homebuyer Ed and Originate when a Lender) and also 
have closed a Commission loan in the past 12 months.  Note that Realtors have to stay all day in order to
instruct at all and Lenders have an option to originate only or originate and instruct.  A calculated field 
on the Contact object uses the latest related loan close date to calculate the Instructor Qualification 
Expiration Date.  The Instructor’s Contact record is automatically updated to Not Qualified on the 
Instructor Qualification Expiration Date. 

MITAS Integration
Each day at 9:00PM Pacific time, a process is run that synchronizes data from MITAS to Home Base. This 
process inserts the Borrower and Co-Borrower information into HomeBase. The actual fields are:

 First / Last Name
 Address
 City
 State
 Zip
 Loan Closed Date
 Loan Number
 Class Number
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In addition to the Borrower and Co-Borrower data, the originator is included in the sync. For the 
originator, the loan closed date gets put in their "Last Loan Closed Date" field. If a new loan happens in 
the future that data will get updated, and so on.
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Managing Homeownership Reports
There is a reports folder reserved for reports for the Homeownership group, “Homeownership Reports”.
Any user from the Homeownership group can view and edit all reports in this folder.  Additionally, there 
is a folder for “Homeownership Report Templates”.  Users from the Homeownership group can view the
templates in this folder.  The purpose of the templates folder is to eliminate some of the confusion with 
the multitude of report types.

Finance Group
WSHFC’s Finance group manages the accounting for the Commission’s various financing activities.  
Although HomeBase is NOT THE SYSTEM OF RECORD for any of the Commission’s financial data, there 
are several key areas in HomeBase with data integrating to and from other financial management 
systems.

Bond Issues
A Bond Issue describes a Bond Issue from the Commission or from a third party.  The Name, current 
Status, Bond Reference Nbr, the Financing Resolution Nbr, the total Amount and the Closing Dates are 
examples of key information stored on the Bond Issue record.

Bond Issues are the parent of Bonds and Bonds are the parent of any Bond Credit Enhancements. A 
Bond Issue Funding record is used to associate the Bonds in a Bond Issue to a Commission financing 
Project or Funding.
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Bonds
Bonds are a child object of a Bond Issue.  To create a new Bond record, click on the “New Bond” button 
from the appropriate Bond Issue page.
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Bond Credit Enhancements
Bond Credit Enhancements are child records of a Bond that describe credit enhancements from third 
parties.

Bond Credit Enhancements have a Credit Enhancement Type, an Amount, an Effective Date and an 
Expiration Date.
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Bond Issue Fundings
A Bond Issue Funding is a bridge between a Bond Issue and the associated Funding representing the 
relationship between them.

Fees, Billing Events
The Billing Event custom object in HomeBase is the Detail record in a Master-Detail relationship with 
Project. This means that a Billing Event record cannot be created without an association to a Project 
record.

There are six different Billing Event record types. When a Billing Event record is being created, the user 
must select one of these record types. The record type selection will control the page layout, the picklist 
options, and the calculations specific to each type.

The choices are:

 Ad Hoc Billing Event - Choose for Billing Events which do not fall into any other category. 
[default]

 Application Fees – Choose for creating an Application Fee Billing Event
 Compliance Fees – Compliance monitoring fee
 Cost of Issuance Fees – Choose for creating a Cost of Issuance Fee Billing Event
 Credit Issuance Fees – Choose for Credit Issuance Fees
 RAC Fees – Choose for creating a RAC Fee Billing Event
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Invoicing a Billing Event
A Billing Event record may be created in HomeBase and updated as a draft as often as required. It should
not be sent to NAV for Invoice creation until the HomeBase user affirmatively decides that it is ready. 

When an invoice needs to be produced based on a Billing Event, the HomeBase user must click the 
“Submit for Approval” button on the Billing Event record. By clicking this button the following actions 
will automatically be performed:

 Set the Billing Date to “Today” – When a Billing Event is created it defaults the Billing Date field 
to the day it was created but when Invoiced, it updates to the day it was Invoiced.

 Lock the Record (HomeBase users will no longer be able to make changes of any kind to the 
Billing Event record – essentially it becomes read only)

 Time-Stamp the Record (Record the date/time that the user clicked the Invoice button in a 
custom field called “Submitted Date & Time” – to be used for batch integration)

Before:

 

After:
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Batching Invoices from HomeBase to NAV
One time per day, at a set time (i.e. 12:00AM) a Boomi process will run and query HomeBase for all 
Billing Event records that set to be invoiced in that last 24-hour period. For example, on 4/15/16 at 
12:00AM (midnight) the query would select all Billing Event records with a submitted timestamp of 
4/14/16. The process does not have to be executed at midnight, but would make for a good delineation 
of the data and chances are no Billing Event records will be updated by users at that time.
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Mapping – Billing Events

Data Type HomeBase Field Label Notes Navision

Fieldname

Auto-Number Billing Event Name External Document No.

Lookup(User) Created By

Lookup(User) Last Modified By

SFDCID Record Type

Formula Account Code 4 digit account code, driven by user 
selection in Fee Type picklist

Picklist Add’l Amount for Drawdown

Picklist Add’l Annual Amount Fees

Formula Annual Trustee/Fiscal Agent Fee

Currency Annual Trustee Fee

Formula Application Fee

Lookup(Account) Billed To Account

Currency Billing Amount Invoice Line: Amount

Lookup(Contact) Billing Contact Sell-to Contact

Date Billing Date Posting Date

Document Date

Text BillingEventKey n/a – legacy migration

Currency Bond Amount (Taxable)

Currency Bond Amount (Tax-Exempt)

Formula Bond Cap Fee

Currency Bond Counsel Expenses

Formula Bond Counsel Fees

Currency Bond Counsel Fee (Negotiated)

Picklist Bond Counsel Fee Type

Lookup (Bond Issue) Bond Issue

Formula Bond Reference Number Ref number from Bond Issue record

Formula Bond Taxable Amount Total Taxable Amount from Bond 
Issue record

Formula Bond Tax-Exempt Amount Total Tax-Exempt Amount from Bond
Issue record

Date Closing Date

Formula Commission Issuance Fee
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Example Screenshots:
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Figure - Example Invoice in NAV

Figure - Example Billing Event in HomeBase
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Batching Billing Docs from NAV to HomeBase
Billing Documents is an object in HomeBase that is designed to accept all A/R document types from NAV.
One time per day, at a set time (i.e. 12:00AM) a Boomi process will run and query NAV for all Billing 
Documents that were created or updated in the last 24-hour period. For example, on 4/15/16 at 
12:00AM (midnight) the query would select all Billing Document records with a last modified date of 
4/14/16. The process does not have to be executed at midnight, but would make for a good delineation 

of the data and chances are no Billing Document records will be updated by users at that time.
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Mapping – Billing Docs

Data Type HomeBase Field Label Notes Navision

Fieldname

Auto Number Billing Doc ID SFDC generated

Lookup(User) Created By SFDC generated

Lookup(User) Last Modified By

Currency Amount Amount Including Tax

Currency Applied Amount

Date Date Posting Date

Document Date

Text (Ext ID) Doc Number Key from NAV No.

M-D(Project) Project Name Sell-to Customer Name

Picklist Status Status

Picklist Type Invoice, Credit Memo, Debit Memo, 
Adjustment
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Figure - Example Credit Memo in NAV

Figure - Example Billing Doc in HomeBase
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Managing Finance Reports
There is a reports folder reserved for reports for the Finance group, “Finance Reports”.  Any user from 
the Finance group can view and edit all reports in this folder.  Additionally, there is a folder for “Finance 
Report Templates”.  Users from the Finance group can view the templates in this folder.  The purpose of 
the templates folder is to eliminate some of the confusion with the multitude of report types.

Administration Division
The Administration Division oversees all of the Commission’s programs and is tasked with key external 
communications.  HomeBase gives managers visibility to all of the Commission’s activities and includes 
various tools for managing communications.

Accounts and Contacts
HomeBase Accounts and Contacts are key to the Administration Division’s mission.  A prior section of 
this document provides more details about Salesforce Accounts and Contacts.  

HomeBase includes a custom feature for hiding certain Contacts from most users.  To make a Contact 
private, check the “Commission Member” checkbox when creating the Contact.  You can also check this 
box after you create the Contact.  By checking the box, you’re indicating that this is a private Contact to 
be seen only by users who have been granted the “Manage Commission Members” Permission Set.
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State Legislature
Each Legislative District in the State has an Account, WA 2nd Legislative District, etc.  Under each of these
District Accounts are Contact records for three legislators, two representatives plus one Senator for each
District.  These Accounts and Contacts can be used for communications with the individual 
Representatives and Senators.  Two custom list views on the Contacts page, “State Representatives” and
“State Senators” can be used to add members to a Campaign.
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Using County Summary Data
HomeBase includes references to the County on each Project, Site, and Asset.  This allows the 
Commission to accurately report on low income housing and other financings by County.  To see a list of 
Projects in any County, just search for the County name, or click on a hyperlinked County name field on 
the Project, Site, or Asset objects.  There is a summary page for each County in the State.
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The Map Link field displays a clickable hyperlink to a Wikipedia map of WA State with the county 
highlighted in red.  Click on the View Map link.  Below is the County map for Benton County.
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The US Census Data Link field hyperlinks to the U.S. Department of Commerce US Census Bureau data 
summary for the County.  Below is a screenshot showing the front page of the site for Benton County.

Managing Administration Reports
There is a reports folder reserved for reports for the Administration group, “Administration Reports”.  
Any user from the Administration group can view and edit all reports in this folder.  Additionally, there is
a folder for “Administration Report Templates”.  Users from the Administration group can view the 
templates in this folder.  The purpose of the templates folder is to eliminate some of the confusion with 
the multitude of report types.

HomeBase System Administration
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Data Model and Security
Because the HomeBase data design has the Project object as the overall parent of most objects in the 
system in master-detail relationships, the security model for most objects is controlled by the security 
set on the parent Project.  The Default Internal Access to Projects is set to Public Read/Write.  Because 
the default does NOT include Delete permissions, we can control who at the Commission can delete a 
Project or a Funding or any other object that is a child or grandchild of the Project object.  All HomeBase 
users can view any Project in the system.

Salesforce history tracking allows us to record changes to objects in HomeBase, providing a fairly 
complete audit trail of who has changed or deleted what and when it was done.  It is however limited to 
20 fields per object.

Salesforce gives us the ability to define the parameters for password management, giving the 
Commission world-class security tools for managing access to HomeBase.  Password settings in 
HomeBase are best summed up with this screenshot from the Password Policies page under Security 
Controlls on the System Configuration page.  These are the settings for HomeBase:

 User passwords expire every 90 days
 System won’t allow reuse going back three password changes
 User passwords must be 8 digits long
 User passwords must have alpha and numeric characters
 A user account is locked out for 15 minutes after 10 failed login attempts
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Profiles
In Salesforce, User Profiles are used to grant permissions to functionality and to objects.  We have 
created separate Profiles for each of the Commission’s Divisions:

 Administration
 AMC
 Exec
 Finance
 Homeownership
 MFHCF
 System Administrator

These Profiles can be used to restrict access to specific fields or to entire objects. 
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“Public” groups
Salesforce has a concept of a Public Group.  The word public is in quotes in the heading of this section 
because it can be misleading.  Public groups are actually a way of providing access to small groups, not 
to the public.  A Public Group is a convenient way to treat groups of users as one for communications 
and for automation purposes and for granting permissions.  We have set up Public Groups for each of 
the Commission’s Divisions:

 Administration
 All WSHFC Users
 AMC
 CRM Admin
 Finance
 Homeownership
 Multifamily

New users are automatically members of one of the Division groups based on their user Role.  
Membership in All WSHFC Users Public Group is automatic.

Permission sets
Salesforce includes the concept of a Permission Set.  A Permission Set allows us to add single-user 
granularity to our data access, functionality and security.  For example, with Permission Sets, we can 
grant delete permissions over certain objects that other users with the same Profile do not have.  It is a 
useful tool for managing specific tasks and data.  We have set up a Permission Set for granting certain 
users the ability to Manage Serial Numbers for example.  Without those permissions, a User cannot 
create or edit a Serial Number.  Because we have locked down the ability to delete objects in HomeBase,
when there are exceptions to this rule, we can use Permission Sets to allow certain users the ability to 
delete certain objects that are appropriate to their job.
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